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Mountain of Love

About the project

Model, Singer and actress Klara Kristin stars in the stylish short film â€œMountain of Loveâ€• for Vogue Italia from filmmaker
Nina Holmgren.

The actress and filmmaker collaborated on the project shortly after Klara Kristin moved to Paris, and the film serves as a
nostalgic time capsule to the first Spring she called the city home.

Highlighted by Klara Kristinâ€™s magnetic performance, the playful film is a nuanced love letter to Paris, mixing verite?
moments of observation and dream-like visuals throughout.

Credits

VOGUE ITALIA PRESENTS MOUNTAIN OF LOVE

FILMED AND DIRECTED BY NINA HOLMGREN @nholmgren STARRING KLARA KRISTIN @klara__kristin

STYLING: ANNA KLEIN / MOON MGMT @stylistannaklein CASTING: ANJA GILDUM / COUPDECOEUR @anjagildum
EDITOR & SOUND DESIGN: OGI CURIC @ogicurcic COMPOSER: MADS BERGLAND & CLAIRE COURCHENE
@madsbergland & @cellothbone

COLORIST: NURALI KUSHKOV @nurali_kushkov

Nina Holmgren | Director Bio

Nina Holmgren is an award-winning filmmaker based in Copenhagen

With a background in fine art, she is not afraid to mix worlds or art forms in one singular piece, whether it's working in film,
visuals or with sound.

Her work is contemporary, with strong ties to the fashion world. She has a remarkable eye combining storytelling and aesthetic
expression in her work to create her own heightened surreality.

In a short amount of time, Nina has established herself as a powerful new voice in filmmaking, winning D&ADâ€™s Best New
Director in 2020 and AICPâ€™s Best Visual Style in 2020.

She received international acclaim with her first film CLUB 99.7, starring her 99-year old grandfather, for streetwear brand Le
Fix. The film premiered exclusively on NOWNESS and became their most watched film of the year, winning best Branded
Content at The One Show, and two nominations at Cannes Lions.

The Danish filmmakerâ€™s short film "I Want You to Panic" commissioned by NOWNESS, an artistic exploration of
peopleâ€™s indifference towards the climate crisis, led her to win Gold at the Young Directors Awards at Cannes Lions.

Ninaâ€™s latest video â€œIntrudedâ€• for Justine Skye guest-starring Bella Hadid, Timbaland and Lilâ€™ Yachty is a
meticulously crafted and nuanced commentary on communication through screens in the age of social media.
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